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Voiceover This is Business Reimagined. Every week we talk with thought leaders and 

revolutionaries who are bringing innovation to their industries; like today's guest, 

John Corcoran. 

John If you are more of the giver, if you are less likely to be a taker, that is you're more 

likely to lead by helping other people before they do anything for you, you're more 

likely to rise to the top of the success ladder. 

Voiceover This is Business Reimagined with Danny Iny. 

 

John Corcoran 
 

John Corcoran is an attorney, writer, and a father, and a former Clinton 

White House Writer and Speechwriter to the Governor of California. 

Throughout his career, he has worked in Hollywood, the heart of Silicon 

Valley, and owns his own boutique law firm in the San Francisco Bay 

Area catering to small business owners and entrepreneurs. He is the 

creator of Smart Business Revolution and the Smart Business Revolution 

podcast. 
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Danny John Corcoran is a master networker who brings new levels of insight to the idea 

that it's not just about what you know, but also, and especially, about who you 

know. This has been the driving ideal behind a winding career path that took 

detours into several different industries; from politics to Hollywood and law and 

most recently online business. 

John I joke that I got to round-out my career and go work for the IRS, like as a tax man 

because clearly I've worked in some of the least popular professions that are out 

there. 

Danny But what drove John to chase after the obvious success that comes with these roles? 

Like so many of us he was shaped by his earliest experiences and memories. 

John One of the defining experiences of my childhood is my father got laid off when I was 

growing up, actually on three different occasions, and we really struggled. He wasn't 

able to get a job right away and a number of months went by and we had to slash 

expenses here and there. It led me during my teenage years to study what successful 

people did and I became an addict. 

Danny John's first foray was into politics as a speechwriter in the Clinton White House. Even 

then he was making connections. A friend had approached him to ask if he'd spend a 

little time with someone in Hollywood to tell them what life was like working at the 

White House. It turns out that person was Aaron Sorkin, creator of "The West Wing." 

The show was a hit and ended up paying homage to John's real life Thanksgiving 

proclamation speech. 
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John It's the exact same first line from the Thanksgiving proclamation that I wrote  that 

he reads right then. The reason I say that I got Rob Lowe to play me on TV is 

because, of course, the speechwriter who is running around who had written that 

proclamation was Rob Lowe. 

Danny With the end of the Clinton administration, John transitioned to the government of 

California, where he had another less pleasant brush with famous actors. 

John It ended rather spectacularly in 2003 when Arnold Schwarzenegger decided to enter 

the California recall election. I actually was terminated by the terminator. My job 

was terminated by the terminator and I had to go find another job and what's 

instrumental, and what I share in the work that I do today, is that because of the 

network I had, because of the relationships that I'd built, I didn't have the same 

experience that my father did when I was growing up. I wasn't out of work for 

months and months. I actually was able to walk out of the governor's office and walk 

right into another job, which held me over for about a year and then I started law 

school after that. 

Danny From law school to internet entrepreneur, John remembered the lessons he learned 

about networking and relationships and he brings a unique perspective to it. It's not 

enough just to be a great business person, there's another missing piece. 

John I see business as primarily being an outgrowth of the relationships that you build, 

and Danny, I know you see it the same way, because a lot of things that I do, 

particularly in the online world, are things that I've learned from you or applying 

things that I used in other industries that I apply today in the online world. I think 
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that there's this notion that's been popularized by Malcolm Gladwell, the 10,000 

hours, the idea that all you need to do is put in 10,000 hours and you'll be a success. 

 I think that that's a really bad way of looking at things because I think as a result 

people just think they just need to put their head down, they need to retreat to their 

garage or their woodshed or their office or their laptop and just work on creating 

their thing, whatever it is, their blog or their podcast or whatever and they don't go 

out and actively try and build the relationships that will be instrumental in whether 

they're successful or not. 

 I think a much better approach is to define what your goals are, what you want to do 

with your career or your business; where you want to go; and then list for yourself, 

create for yourself, a list of the people that are going to help you get there. That's 

your roadmap. It's the relationship roadmap that will help you get there, because 

those relationships will be absolutely crucial for you to get to the point where you 

want to in your career or with your business. 

Danny I hear that and that sounds awesome and at the same time part of me is thinking, 

but, like John, wait a minute, when you were eighteen and you have had made that 

list I don't know that you would've put Aaron Sorkin on the list. I don't that you 

would've put Bill Clinton on the list for different reasons. Not knowing who Aaron 

Sorkin was at the time, maybe, and not expecting that you could connect with 

Clinton. Like how do you create ... How do you intelligently create that list? How 

much is it is kind of just what emerges? 

John Sure. Well one I think you need to be flexible, so you need to revisit it from time-to-

time. Maybe every six months or once a year, at least, go back and look at who are 
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the highest priority people in my life and have they changed? Have they shifted? 

Have my goals changed? Have I decided that I have a different goal? In my career 

I've changed different industries and a lot of people do that. I mean the statistics 

these days show that the throughout a lifetime people are going to shift careers 

multiple different times, so you need to be flexible. 

 What happens is we don't change the people that are around us. We end up hanging 

out with people who are around us because of happenstance or circumstance, rather 

than being intentional and deliberate about surrounding ourselves with people who 

can help our goal of our career or our business moving forward. If you had asked me 

when I was sixteen, seventeen years old who I'd put on my list then it'd be a 

completely different set of people. Then different people come into your life, you 

need to be flexible enough for that. I'll give an example is like a year and a half ago I 

didn't know my friend Jordan Harbinger, who's the creator of "The Art of Charm" 

podcast. He lives here in San Francisco.  

 I was introduced to him by a mutual connection and he immediately became a really 

good friend, we've worked together on a number of different projects, we've been on 

each other's podcasts. He's been a client of my law firm. All these different things. 

You have to be a little bit flexible to allow the certain types of people to come into 

your life. I'm not saying that you're going to have to be completely rigid and be like, 

"Okay, I'm not open to meeting any new people," but you should also have some 

kind of framework or guideline or an idea of the people who are highest priority for 

you based on your goals. 

Danny I could see somebody listen to this and kind of feeling a judgement of well that 

sounds very self-serving and calculating. 
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John Yes. 

Danny It's interesting, because I've gotten to know you quite a bit over the last few years 

and I find that you are very calculated in your approach, but it's also very genuine. 

How do you strike that balance? How do you not become like, I don't know, Mr. 

Burns moving chess pieces across the board? 

John I love it, be evil Mr. Burns. Right. I think that's a great point. The analogy that I often 

give for that is you wouldn't show up to the first day of classes in college and just go 

in randomly to the first classroom that you see and then the next day go into a 

completely different classroom and then the next day a completely classroom. That's 

not how you do it. You actually decide on a course of study, you decide on a 

curriculum, and then you follow through on certain classes; going to class after class. 

Then eventually you have a degree.  

 Yet, when it comes to our relationships people are not intentional like that, so as a 

result they end up having kind of a disparate collection of different people who they 

spend the most time with or who they they surround themselves with or they 

interact with. I think that the people, who take a little bit more forethought, a little 

bit more long term vision, decide what they want for their goals for their career or 

for their business, and then like literally like decide the people who they are most 

excited by. It really needs to be an outgrowth of something that's completely 

genuine. 

 It needs to be someone who you are engaged and inspired by. Someone who really 

lights you up. Someone who you want to support. It needs to be someone who you 

legitimately want to help them, because otherwise it's not going to be genuine and 
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it's not going to work. When you come up with a list like this it's really an outgrowth 

of sincerity. It's an outgrowth of service. It's you wanting to help other people and 

when you help other people out of a spirit of reciprocity those people will eventually 

come around and help you. I am a big giver for the people that I know I am inspired 

by the work that they do and I also know that they could be helpful for me and my 

career moving forward. 

Danny How do you do that without the lines of social contracts becoming mess? Like is it 

are we friends? Are we business associates? Is it somewhere in between? How does 

that work? 

John What I try to do is I just try and be helpful to other people and to be of service to them 

in various different ways. Not in ways ... We're not talking like I'm going to take a 

month off of my business in order to work on theirs, but I'm talking about there are a 

lot of different ways you can help people in ways that are not major inconvenience 

to yourself and which are of service to them. Then I also don't take it personally if 

they don't reciprocate either right away or if they don't want to reciprocate in the 

way that I would like them to reciprocate.  

 You can't have an expectation of I meet someone who's got a seven figure business 

and I introduce them to a few people or I re-tweet a couple of their tweets and then 

a week later I ask them if they'll host a webinar for me. That's an unreasonable 

expectation. On the other hand if I do a lot of things for them and if it's someone 

who I think should reciprocate at some point and they're not reciprocating they 

might be a taker. There's an excellent book called "Give and Take," by Adam Grant, 

which I would recommend to everyone, which talks about that tension between 

givers and takers. 
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Danny For those who haven't read the book, like a synopsis, what's the key points? 

John I view it as actually ... I view "Give and Take," by Adam Grant, as the follow up to 

"How to Win Friends and Influence People," by Dale Carnegie, which is a classic; 

been around for a hundred years. The book, "How to Win Friends and Influence 

People," basically the argument is that if you take interest in other people, if you ask 

them questions, if you take interest in their lives they're more likely to be engaged 

with you. They're more likely to take interest in you, you're more likely to make 

friends, you're more likely to be influential.  

 The book, "Give and Take," by Adam Grant, was written by a professor at Wharton 

and he backs it up with a lot ... It's actually a really well-written book, but he backs it 

up with a lot of social science research, a lot of different studies that demonstrate 

that if you are more of a giver, if you are less likely to be a taker, that is you're more 

likely to lead by helping other people before they do anything for you, you're more 

likely to rise to the top of the success ladder. People who are takers are more likely to 

stall on that rise up the success ladder at some point in their career. The two books 

are related, I see, in that way. I highly recommend that. Can I hit on another point? 

Danny Yeah, go for it. 

John The other point I wanted to make, you know, we actually do make deliberate 

decisions about the people that we want to hang out with all the time. We do that 

when we decide on an event we want to go to. We do that when we decide on a 

conference we want to go to. We do that when we decide on whether we want to go 

to a friend's dinner party where a certain group of people are going to be hanging 

out or what restaurant we go to. We're always making decisions like that.  
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 Where I find people don't make deliberate, intentionally decisions sometimes is that 

they haven't really thought through with the long term vision is for their career or 

for their business and, specifically, more specifically, which types of people are going 

to be helpful for that career or for that business. I think it's important to go back and 

revisit and re-evaluate what are the conferences that I go to? What are the events I 

go to? What are the organizations that I belong to? What are the Facebook groups 

that I belong to? Is it worth my time? Is it really supporting my goal?  

 Because often times people's goals have changed or they haven't really figured out 

their goal, but they don't stop the work that they're doing. They don't stop the 

membership in the community or the membership in the group. I'm just trying to 

make sure that more people are more intentional and thoughtful and deliberate and 

think through their longer term goals and then actually take actions in the short 

term that support those relationships who will help them achieve their longer term 

goals. 

Danny How much time does this actually take, because I mean you really are one of these 

super connectors? You're always introducing people. I mean we're just members of 

some groups together and I see you introducing people into them all the time and I 

have to assume those are not the only places you're active. It's like watching it from 

the side it can feel like that must be a full-time job in and of itself. 

John Yeah and I'm not a good example, because I probably do it more than the average 

person, but all those introductions have really paid off for me. I find that 

introductions it's not a time consuming thing and actually it doesn't ... Any of the 

activities that you engage in to build relationships don't have to be hugely time 

consuming. The problem that I think people make is they don't engage as much as 
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they should, and, of course, this is your banner, Danny, but people, they'll go on to 

social media, for example, and they'll observe and they'll consume, but they won't 

engage.  

 If you're a lot more efficient with your time, but you're a lot more engaging during 

that time you can actually spend a lot less time with something like social media and 

be more engaging. If you're more strategic and intentional about which events you 

go to, like which conferences, and you only go to events that really are going to be 

aligned with your goals and your vision then you can be a lot more efficient with 

your time. Like introductions are a good example. It doesn't need to take a huge 

amount of time to introduce two people. You can use shortcuts.  

 You can use a CRM. I use Contactually, is the one I use, but they're other ones out 

there, where you can basically pre-format an introduction. If you've introduced 

someone previously then you have the introduction all formatted and it takes me 

less than fifteen, twenty seconds to do an introduction, but that is so powerful, 

because when you introduce two people, if they hit off, they make a connection, they 

make some money together or something like that, some kind of business alliance or 

whatever, they're going to always be grateful for that. 

 I've gotten emails from people who have said, "Hey, you know that introduction you 

made a couple of months ago? I just made ten grand off of that introduction." I've 

had people who ended up going into business together, starting businesses together 

and they are deeply grateful and out of a spirit of reciprocity often times these people 

will reciprocate at some point. You can't expect it right away, but they will 

reciprocate at some point. I've gotten great introductions to amazing people because 
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I've taken the lead and gone out there and introduced other people, so then 

eventually people introduce me back. 

Danny How much time ... I mean do you block off two hours out of each day for 

networking? How does ... If someone were to want to ease into this and like as I hear 

myself asking the question I'm realizing I'm probably phrasing it wrong, because it's 

kind of like saying someone who wants to get in shape should they dedicate X 

amount of hours per day? It's like that's how you make sure you're going to fall off 

the wagon in like eight days. 

John Yeah. Right. 

Danny How would someone ease into this and kind of create a rhythm? 

John I think you should absolutely set reasonable, very small goals for yourself. I'm a big 

believer if you set too large a goal for yourself you're probably not going to meet it, 

you're going to get discouraged and you're going to stop. Really you have to take a 

longer term approach to this and it also starts with people who you legitimately 

want to connect with. People who you are really excited about getting to know. You 

have to put together that list. Like really brainstorm a list of ... I say start with fifty 

people who you would like to connect with over the course of the next twelve 

months.  

 It's not big rush, you don't have to do it all right away, but over the course of the next 

twelve months you're going to take actions consistently in order to connect with 

them. You can set little benchmark goals for yourself. It could be every morning 

before I start work I'm going to send one email to someone on my list that I haven't 
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connected with in a while or it could be once a week, every week I want to do three 

introductions. By the end of the week I want to do three introductions. 

 Just setting like little modest goals like that or it could be twice per month I want to 

have coffee with someone in my local community who I'm inspired by, who's on my 

list, who I'd like to get to know. At the end of the month I can evaluate did I have two 

coffees and if you did you met your goal and at the end of the year you've done 

twenty-four coffees. That's a lot more progress than you would've made otherwise. 

Danny You're sharing this on this podcast that's going to go out to thousands of people, you 

share this on lots of other podcasts, some of which have a much larger reach, and 

you teach this to your audience, you have trainings about this. This is a message 

you're sending out to a lot of people, but really you're re-imagination of business to 

me is that people need to be a lot more intentional about the relationships they 

choose to engage with. What's the win scenario for you? I know you're just putting 

this out here because you want to make some money in the process and retire 

young? Do you have a vision of a somehow more connected and contributive world? 

John Great question. I fundamentally believe, and this is the core of what I teach, that if 

you put good value out into the world that it will come back to you, and that has 

happened every step of my career. I feel very, very grateful for all the opportunities 

I've had, both as an employee and now as an entrepreneur. My bigger vision is I 

want to inspire more people to be more givers, not because of a spirit of charity, not 

because I think they should go out there and give away their time, because it's 

actually better for their business. 
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 Because if you go out there and rather than thinking me first, thinking, oh, I just met 

this guy at this conference, maybe he'll sign up as a client, if you actually spin it and 

you actually say, "I just met this guy at this conference, he told me that he's going on 

vacation to Hawaii next month and my sister-in-law lives there and she can 

recommend a couple of restaurants. I'm going to email her, get a couple of 

restaurant recommendations, and then send it to this guy." If you do that, you're 

more likely to be successful. Just those small little tweaks in your fundamental daily 

or weekly practices in your approach to meeting new people and providing value to 

the people that you do meet will make a big difference.  

 Then the other one about being just intentional about the groups, events, activities 

that you engage in ... There's a lot of people who are really unhappy because they 

continue going to the same chamber of commerce meeting month after month and 

they're not getting anything out of it or they're continually going to the same 

conference on an annual basis and they're not really getting anything from it. They 

haven't really stopped to evaluate am I getting anything from this? Is it really 

aligned with my goals?  

 Have my goals changed? If my goals have changed then why am I still hanging with 

the same group? Why am I still hanging with the same people? I should be 

surrounding myself with other people. If I can help more people steer in that 

direction then I think the world would be a better place because more people would 

be aligned with something that inspires them. 

Danny It's a beautiful vision. Is there anything that we haven't talked about, but we should 

have? 
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John One of the biggest objections I get from people is, particularly people who are 

aspiring to build something online, is what I could I have to offer? Like if I want to 

connect with, particularly if someone's more successful than, if I'm looking up to 

someone like a Danny Iny, what could I possibly have to offer someone like that? 

That's a very common thing and what I say to people is it could be anything. It 

doesn't need to be huge. It doesn't even need to be related to your profession or your 

vocation.  

 Whatever it is that you do is fine, but actually you can build a relationship with 

someone based on other types of resources or help. You know you can just be attuned 

to what's going on in their life. Maybe they love Thai food and you can give them a 

recommendation of a Thai restaurant that they could go to. Maybe they have got a 

daughter who's going off to college in a couple of years and they need 

recommendations of places that she could go to college.  

 Being more attuned to the different ways that you can help someone, not necessarily 

related to your vocation, so if you're a marketing expert or strategist or something 

like that, that doesn't mean you have to immediately buddy up with Chris Brogan 

and start giving him marketing advice. Maybe he just could use an introduction to 

someone or could use a tip or something like that. I think keeping your goals more 

modest means you can offer a lot more to people. 

Danny I really like that. I think people often ... If you want to connect with someone who is 

in your field because of your single, professional related interest often they're ahead 

of you, if you we're to track things very linearly, and so what do you have to offer? If 

you step out of that kind of narrow, professional band there's all kind of interesting 

things. The first time that I connected with Chris Brogan we were both at an event in 
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San Francisco and we shared a kind of car pool ride back to the hotel and the whole 

conversation was about the new Superman movie that I hated. Like that was the 

whole movie and we connected over that. Rather that was the whole conversation; 

we connected over that because we both have an interest in Superman. 

John Yeah. Yeah. That's great. Yeah, you know if that was me like maybe I would think, 

okay, he's really interested in Superman, how could I follow up that in an 

interesting, unique way? If he ... Like, I don't know, Chris is like ... I know he's big 

into superheroes and everything, so I don't know if he's a big fan of Superman or 

something and like if six months later I read an article that said, "Oh, they're 

working on creating the sequel to that movie," I send the article to him and I'd be 

like, "Hey, just thinking of you, I saw this and I was thinking of you. They're making 

the sequel to this movie."  

 You know it's just a way to kind of connect with someone and it's a way to provide 

value to people. These little small things are ways of building relationships with 

People. I'll give you an example, when I was leaving the White House back in the day 

there's this historic radio address that presidents have done going back to, I think, 

Roosevelt, I think Franklin Roosevelt started it. Now it's like a YouTube address, but 

back then it was a radio address, and what they did in the Clinton administration is 

President Clinton would record it in the Oval Office on a Saturday or Sunday 

morning and they would invite down some VIPs, members of Congress, celebrities 

and some staffers to watch it with their families in the Oval Office and then get a 

picture afterwards. 

 I was leaving the White House so I got the opportunity to do this and my family flew 

in from out of town for it and we went down, and I'd gotten the tip beforehand that 
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President Clinton was building up his DVD collection at the time, and he'd just 

gotten a DVD player, and he was interested in old western movies, so we went and 

we bought some old western movies on DVD. We put a bow on it and we came down, 

we go down and we watched him record the radio address and then they do this 

rope line ... Sorry, picture line, everyone getting their picture in front of the desk and 

there's like a hundred and fifty people there or something and like celebrities and 

members of Congress and all this kind of stuff. 

 It gets up to us and we hand over the DVDs and he ends up stopping and talking to us 

for like five or six minutes. We had this long conversation about old western movies 

and my dad used to be a film critic and so he can talk about movies with anyone. My 

brother and I had like nothing to contribute to the conversation or very little, 

anyways. The reason I say that is because if you're struggling ... If you're saying to 

yourself, "What could I possibly offer some VIP in my industry?" Well it doesn't need 

to be that huge.  

 If I can have a conversation with the leader of the free world, I mean the man who's 

got his finger on the nuclear button, in the heart of power, in the Oval Office, 

standing in front of the resolute desk, then you can have a normal human 

conversation with whatever VIP you look up to in your industry. Just have a normal 

human conversation with them, that's the way that you build a relationship and 

that will eventually lead to the types of business alliances that we really want to get 

to, but there's no shortcut to get there. The only way to get there is by building a 

normal human conversation. 

Danny If you connect with people on a real human level, this does happen somewhat 

intuitively, but the really funny thing is, you know, you were starting to say if it was 
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me and I had connected with Chris Brogan that way, then I would start thinking 

about well, what can I send him six months later and as you were saying that the 

first thing in my head was like, oh, I totally dropped the ball. I should have done all 

that. Then I remembered, but actually six months later I did stumble on like 

YouTube they have these honest trailer videos of that Superman movie and I 

thought it was hilarious and I just sent it to him. 

 It wasn't a strategic, tactical, oh here's ... It was just like I remembered our 

conversation and I think Chris would like this and I just sent it over. It does happen 

very naturally when you just connect with people. Like if I had gotten in that bus 

and it's like, "Oh my God, it's Chris Brogan, how am I going to ... Like what's my 

angle," then that's not going to work, but if you just relax and connect it just 

happens. 

John What I'll say, I want to end, is often times people are intimidated when it comes to 

meeting someone that they look up to or admire, especially if it's someone who's got 

some fame in their industry; even if it's in their local community. Even if you're 

inspired by that person, even if you really just resonate with the work that they're 

doing ... Maybe it's like you really like the work that they're doing or you like their 

business or you like them personally or whatever. People stop themselves from 

reaching out. They stop themselves from building a relationship with that person 

and I think that's really sad. 

 I mean I can understand why people do it, but the fact is someone like a Chris 

Brogan, for example, or a Danny Iny, if there are people out there in the world that 

like the work that they do, who are inspired by the work that they do, and I feel 

fortunate that over the last couple of years my audience has grown and so I get more 
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of these types of emails and people coming up to me. If someone comes up to you 

and says, "I really like the work that you do. I'm inspired by it. I really enjoyed. I like 

supporting you," that just makes my day and I'm sure it makes your day and I'm 

sure it makes Chris' day. 

 I want to develop a relationship with the people like that and Chris does and Danny 

does and everyone else does. That's the type of people that you want to come up to 

you. If you have that fear, if you have that feeling of insecurity, a sincere compliment 

often is all it takes. Just going up to someone who you're inspired by and telling 

them, "I'm inspired by you" or "I like that thing that you did." "I like that movie that 

you made." "I like that book that you wrote." "I like that webinar that you hosted." 

Whatever it was, doing that it makes the world a better place. 

Danny That was John Corcoran reimagining networking and relationships with a deeper 

level of intentionality that counterintuitively is a whole lot more authentic and 

human. Reach out, connect and be intentional about the connections that you 

pursue, starting with the simplest human courtesy, the sincere compliment. You 

might even start with John. Visit his website smartbusinessrevolution.com and pay 

him a sincere compliment about what you heard on the show today. 

Voiceover We love hearing from you. Your feedback makes this podcast even better, so take a 

minute to rate us on iTunes and leave a review. Each week we'll share what one of 

our reviewers has to say. 

Danny Today's reviewer is Sunshine Star, who says, "Anything by Danny Ivy is golden," I'm 

assuming Sunshine Star means Danny Iny, "I've been a fan of his since I attended a 

webinar of his about blog traffic a few months ago. Apparently I'm not alone. The 
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last episode of the old Firepole is all about how much his team loves him too. I'm 

excited to see where this podcast goes. So far, so good." Well Sunshine Star I'm so 

glad you're enjoying the show and the peek inside how we work as a company. 

 It's incredibly gratifying for me to know that I'm appreciated by the people that I 

have the privilege of working, but really all I do is I put the structures and systems in 

place to let people shine and that's what's going on with this podcast right here. I'm 

loving it and I'm hearing that a lot of people are too. You know I just get to talk to 

really interesting people and record our conversations and then Audra on our team 

works her magic and turns it into what you see and hear right here on the show. 

Voiceover This has been Business Reimagined with Danny Iny. Join us next time as we talk 

with the founder of a very successful affiliate management agency, David Gonzales. 

David The first step was doing it for free, the second step was asking for cash on a 

performance basis based on what the standard rates were, the third phase was doing 

it so well that people started hunting me down for it and I asked for a retainer, 

because otherwise it got to the point where I was having three, four, or five people a 

week calling me up. 

Voiceover Learn more about us at mirasee.com 
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